PRESS RELEASE

Yanmar presents new machines at GaLaBau 2016

The construction equipment manufacturer demonstrates its competence in the green sector.

Reims/Nuremberg, August 3, 2016 - Yanmar Construction Equipment Europe S.A.S. (Yanmar CEE) will present several highlights at this year’s GaLaBau in Nuremberg. From September 14 until September 17, 2016, the construction equipment manufacturer from Japan will show new products and an overview of its product portfolio of mini and compact excavators, carriers and wheel loaders. Together with Yanmar Agriculture, Yanmar CEE welcomes visitors at stand 7-402.

Andreas Hactergal, Sales and Marketing Director Yanmar CEE, says: “Our products have a lot to offer to the green sector – compactness, durability and stability are unmatched. We are especially proud of the more and more improved environmental performance of the machines: Noise level, fuel consumption and emission could be drastically reduced. We look forward to an interesting fair.”

The Yanmar product portfolio continues to grow: At this year’s GaLaBau, visitors will be presented the all-new ViO57-6. This Zero Tail Swing excavator convinces as one of the most compact excavator in its class. Its new boom design results in a weight-loss of 40 kilogrammes and a very small turning radius. Through the new form, Yanmar could also enhance the lifting force by 10 per cent as well as the stability of the machine. Furthermore, the environmental performance has been improved: The ViO57-6 is equipped in standard with an Eco mode which effectively controls the motor speed, allowing a very low fuel consumption. The noise level is also reduced, for the operator as well as for the bystander, which is convenient when working in urban areas.

The improved ergonomics of the cabin and the equipment with a powerful and yet fuel saving Yanmar diesel engine make the machine efficient and comfortable to work with.

With the ViO12, another new Zero Tail Swing excavator with joystick control was introduced to the market in 2016. The models ViO17 and ViO38 complement the range of Zero Tail Swing excavators exhibited at GaLaBau.

Particularly interesting for the gardening and landscaping sector is the Yanmar SV series, which is represented at the fair by the SV08, SV18, SV26 and SV100 2-Piece Boom. These short tail excavators ideally combine cutting-edge technology and outstanding performance with low fuel consumption, reliability and durability. Thanks to their compact dimensions and low weight, they are easy to transport by trailer to the next job site. By mounting accessory equipment like hydraulic breakers or augers, we improve the versatility and the machines can be used for a variety of tasks.
Complementing the portfolio of hydraulic excavators, Yanmar exhibits one of the new wheel loader models, the Yanmar V8. Next to a powerful hydrostatic power unit, which ensures excellent traction and loading forces, an articulated joint between the front and the rear frame combined with an oscillating rear axle offers very good stability while driving on uneven grounds. Using the Z-bar concept allows a high break-out force.

For transporting construction material, Yanmar offers high-power, user-friendly carriers that are available in different sizes and versions. The exhibited C08 exemplifies, how the Yanmar carriers are perfectly suited for works in garden and landscaping. The narrow width of 810 millimetres allows the machine to work in very confined spaces. At the same time, it can transport large amounts of soil and gravel with a payload of up to 800 kilogrammes. The high-tip models have an unloading height of up to 1,500 millimetres, and can even dump material over fences or garden walls. Robust undercarriages guarantee safe driving in sand, marshy and mountainous ground.

GaLaBau is the only leading European trade fair that shows the entire spectrum of products and services for the design, construction and maintenance of urban, green and open spaces in 13 exhibition halls and on outdoor areas for machinery demonstrations. The product spectrum is extended by some subject areas as PLAYGROUND, Golf Courses, Tree Care LIVE and Garden of dreams.

**Journalists are welcome to discuss with Yanmar executives. Visit Yanmar CEE and Yanmar Agriculture at stand 7-402.**

**Caption 1:** One of the most compact excavators in its class: the all-new ViO57-6.

**Caption 2:** The ViO12 combines efficiency and comfort.

**Caption 3:** The added articulation of the boom improves the maneuverability of the SV100 2-Piece Boom.

**Caption 4:** A powerful hydrostatic power unit in the V8 ensures excellent traction and loading forces.

**About Yanmar Construction Equipment Europe S.A.S.**
Yanmar Construction Equipment Europe manufactures and distributes compact work site equipment for construction, urban renewal and development of green spaces. The headquarters and manufacturing plant are based in Saint-Dizier (Haute-Marne, France), the Sales Office in Bezannes, near Reims. The company relies on its network of over 150 dealers and importers throughout Europe to market its products.
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